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Abstract. An eﬃcient simulation execution engine is crucial for agentbased traﬃc simulation. Depending on the size of the simulation scenario the execution engine would have to update several thousand agents
during a single time step. This update may also include route calculations which are computationally expensive. The ability to dynamically
re-calculate the route of agents is a feature often not required in classical
microscopic traﬃc simulations. However, for the agent-based traﬃc simulation which is part of the Scalable Electro-Mobility Simulation (SEMSim) platform, the routing ability of agents is an important feature. In
this paper, we describe a multi-threaded simulation engine that explicitly supports routing capabilities for every agent. In addition, we analyse
the eﬃciency and performance of our execution model in the context of
a Singapore-based simulation scenario.

1

Introduction

In the context of electro-mobility research we are currently developing the SEMSim (Scalable Electro-Mobility Simulation) platform. This platform will provide
the capability to simulate the various aspects related to electro-mobility for an
entire city. In particular, this includes microscopic simulation of the traﬃc system (SEMSim Traﬃc) and microscopic simulation of the power system (SEMSim
Power). SEMSim Traﬃc is more precisely an agent-based traﬃc simulation where
each agent represents a driver-vehicle unit. This agent not only integrates typical
driver behaviour models (e.g., car following, gap acceptance and lane changing
models) but also explicit vehicle component models (e.g., drive train, battery,
air conditioning).
Integrating these models and the ability to couple SEMSim Traﬃc with SEMSim Power allows us to study the impact of the disruptive technology ‘electric
vehicle’ on the traﬃc and power infrastructure of an entire city. For example,
the SEMSim platform will allow us to study the impact of the electric vehicle
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population on the power system under various electro-mobility scenarios (e.g.,
placement of charging infrastructure, vehicle design, regulations and operating
policies). The goal of this research is to develop the capability to analyse an
entire city, such as Singapore, from a complex systems perspective.
Coupling of the diﬀerent simulation entities (e.g., SEMSim Traﬃc and SEMSim Power) will be done by means of the High Level Architecture (HLA)[1].
An electro-mobility simulation will thus be distributed across multiple nodes. In
addition, SEMSim Traﬃc will also be parallelised to deal with the large number
of agents and the variety of models they incorporate. Parallelisation can be done
in multiple ways which we will further discuss in Section 2. In this paper we
focus on parallelisation by means of using a multi-threaded execution engine.
We follow a bottom-up modelling approach for developing the SEMSim platform. As already mentioned, for SEMSim Traﬃc this means that individual
agents will be equipped with driver behaviour and vehicle component models.
We therefore also refer to this kind of simulation as nanoscopic traﬃc simulation, as opposed to microscopic traﬃc simulation which does not consider vehicle
component models for individual agents. Large-scale microscopic traﬃc simulations are known to be very compute intensive. The additional vehicle models
make a nanoscopic traﬃc simulation even more computationally demanding. An
eﬃcient simulation execution engine is thus very important.
In general, the agents in an agent-based simulation have the ability to react
upon perceived changes in the environment. In the context of agent-based traﬃc
simulation, for example, this refers to the ability of an agent to plan routes and
drive from its current location to the destination. Driving requires the agent to
accelerate/decelerate to achieve the desired velocity. In addition, it may have
to change lanes at appropriate locations, avoiding collisions with other vehicles
at any time. While dynamic re-routing may not be needed in many microscopic
traﬃc simulations, this is an important feature in SEMSim Traﬃc. For example,
it enables agents to change their routes towards the nearest charging station
if necessary. In this paper, we describe a multi-threaded simulation execution
engine that explicitly supports routing capabilities for every agent.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the diﬀerent parallelisation techniques used for microscopic trafﬁc simulations. Section 3 and Section 4 explain the underlying SEMSim Traﬃc
simulation model and execution engine, respectively. We evaluate the proposed
execution engine and discuss the experimental results in Section 5. We present
our conclusions and discuss future work in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Parallel computing methods are used by a variety of existing microscopic traﬃc
simulators. In general, parallelisation can be achieved in two ways: (1) by distributing the simulation on multiple nodes by using some form of partitioning
and (2) by using multi-threading to exploit the advantages of shared-memory
systems. Most work published in the literature is concerned with distributing
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a simulation on multiple nodes. For this purpose, it is generally distinguished
between functional decompositioning and domain decompositioning. Functional
decompositioning can be found in DYNAMIT/MITSIM [3,4]. However, according to [9] functional decompositioning may be easier to implement but poses
limitations on the achievable speed-up.
Using domain compositioning for parallel traﬃc simulation has been described
in various works. Nagel and Rickert describe how domain decompositioning has
been used in a parallel implementation of TRANSIMS [9] which is based on cellular automata for representing driving dynamics. Diﬀerent geographical regions are
processed by multiple CPUs. Various key challenges for domain decompositioning,
concerned with dividing the network, is explained by Klefstad et al. [8]. Yet another
parallel traﬃc simulation that uses domain decompositioning is FastTrans. Thulasidasan et al. describe diﬀerent strategies to perform domain decompositioning
and show how diﬀerent strategies aﬀect the simulation performance [13].
Distributing a simulation on multiple nodes has several advantages. For example, large-scale simulations may be too large to ﬁt into the memory of a single
compute node. If memory limitations are not an issue, it is in principle also possible to distribute the simulation on multiple cores on the same compute node.
However, in this case, the advantages of a shared memory system may not be
fully utilised. In principle, a distributed simulation is not limited to the number
of processors (or cores). Of course, scalability limits the amount of cores that
can eﬀectively be used.
In contrast to distributed simulation, one of the main disadvantages of the
multi-threading approach is the total number of available processors (or cores)
which is limited to the number of processors available on a single compute node.
As of 2013, high-end processors (e.g., Intel Xeon E7 family) provide up to 10
cores with support for hyper-threading which eﬀectively doubles the number of
threads that be executed concurrently. Another limitation is the memory available. Large-scale simulations that require large amounts of memory may be too
big to ﬁt into the memory of one compute node. Nevertheless, one important advantage of multi-threading solutions is the signiﬁcantly reduced communication
overhead needed for synchronisation. Given the current trend towards many-core
processors, multi-threading solutions deserve serious consideration.
The work by Barceló et al. [2] is very relevant to the work presented in this
paper. They describe the multi-threaded execution engine used for AIMSUN2
and analyse its performance. Their execution engine is based on the idea of
grouping parts of the road network (i.e., lanes) together in such a way as to
minimise the need for synchronisation. This is the same approach taken by us
in this paper. A key diﬀerence between AIMSUN2 and SEMSim Traﬃc is the
way how traﬃc is generated. According to [2], vehicles in AIMSUN2 do not
have knowledge about their complete path along the network. In contrast, the
agents in our traﬃc simulation have complete routes to follow in order to reach
the destination. This is an important diﬀerence because route calculation is
computationally expensive and the execution engine presented here takes this
explicitly into consideration.
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A noteworthy and very recent development is the IBM Mega Traﬃc Simulator
(Megaﬃc), a microscopic traﬃc simulation that aims for being used in largescale traﬃc simulation of mega cities [10]. Megaﬃc is based on a platform for
massive agent-based simulation: X10-based Agent eXecutive Infrastructure for
Simulation (XAXIS) [11]. Suzumura et al. evaluate the performance in terms of
scalability, including an analysis of the scalability on a single node with a diﬀerent
number of threads [12], showing that Megaﬃc achieves a ﬁve-fold speed-up when
using 12 threads.

3

Simulation Model

The road network is a directed graph in which edges represent lanes and vertices
represent the start and end points of a lane in terms of longitude and latitude coordinates. The length L of a lane follows from the geographical distance between
the start and end point of this lane. A lane is modelled by a spatial queue, i.e.,
a queue of agents in which each agent has also a spatial location relative to the
start point in addition to its logical position in the queue. Figure 1 illustrates the
concept of spatial queues. Agents are not directly placed in the queue. Instead,
place holder objects that have the same size as the agent are placed in the queue.
These place holder objects have a reference to the corresponding agent.

Fig. 1. A lane with an origin N0 and destination N1 is represented by a spatial queue
with length L. This queue can contain an arbitrary number of agents. The index i
indicates the logical position of an agent within the queue. In addition, the spatial
position of the agent is indicated as distance from the origin of the lane N0 to the head
and tail of the vehicle.

When moving forward, agents can crossover from one lane to the next. During
that transition period, an agent can be partially located on one lane and partially
on the next (see Figure 2(a)). Technically this is done by having two place holder
objects in either queue, both of which are referring to the same agent (see Figure
2(b)). Each time step, the place holder objects of the various agents in the simulation are moved forward by some distance Δs which depends on the agents current
speed. Once an agent is leaving a lane, i.e., when its tail reaches the end of the lane,
the place holder object is removed. Similarly, a new place holder object is created
when an agent is entering a lane when its head reaches the beginning of the lane.
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(b)

Fig. 2. An agent a0 which is overlapping on two lanes (a) has place holder objects in
each lane that reserve the required space for the agent (b). When the agent is moved
forward, all place holder objects associated with this agent need to be moved. If a place
holder object leaves the lane entirely, it is deleted and the agent is entirely part of the
next lane.

This kind of crossing over is not to be confused with lane changes to adjacent lanes
to the left or right for which there is no transition period.
Agent-based traﬃc simulation requires an agent to perceive its environment
and executing certain actions which include route calculation, lane changes (if
necessary or desired) and moving forward with a certain acceleration and speed.
There are a number of standard models for lane changing and acceleration which
can be found in the literature. For example, car following models (e.g., [7] and
[14]) are used to determine the acceleration of the agent at every time step. This
typically depends on the current speed and the distance to the next car in front
as well as the speed of the car in front. In this paper, we focus on the following
three operations an agent can perform: (1) routing, (2) lane changing and (3)
moving forward (by accelerating and decelerating).

4

Execution Model

Microscopic traﬃc simulators typically generate ﬁxed traﬃc before executing the
simulation. Two common practices are using origin-destination matrices (e.g.,
PARAMICS [5]) and stochastic turning ratios at road junctions (e.g., AIMSUN
[2] and VisSim [6]). For example, in case of AIMSUN, agents do not have knowledge about the complete route. Instead their driving directions are based on
some probabilistic decision model. While this execution model avoids calculating entire routes, it would be too restrictive in the context of nanoscopic traﬃc
simulation where energy consumption of individual agents is being considered.
An important feature of the execution model presented in this section is the
routing feature which is also the key diﬀerence to the multi-threaded execution
engine used in AIMSUN/MT [2]
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In principal, a time-stepped execution models is used as the underlying models
involved in moving agents (such as the car following model) are inherently timestepped. However, for any other behavioural models (e.g., decision models) or
vehicle component models this may not be case. Therefore, in SEMSim Traﬃc we
use a discrete-event engine that allows to schedule events at arbitrary moments
of time. The event triggering of the execution model will be scheduled recurringly
with a certain time interval (typically less or equal to 1 second), thus eﬀectively
emulating time-stepped behaviour. This approach enables to use time-stepped
models alongside with model components that schedule events infrequently.
Since the scope of this paper is the execution model only, we consider timestepped execution of the simulation where agents are updated once every time
step. During each of these updates, an agent may re-calculate its route, change
lanes if necessary and move forward. In a multi-threaded by-agent parallel execution model, all agents are distributed to multiple threads each of which is executing the various operations. This naive form of parallel execution may cause
signiﬁcant synchronisation overhead: initialising an agent (i.e., placing an agent
on a lane), changing lanes or moving forward requires information of the state
of multiple lanes. In order to maintain the integrity of a spatial queue, it is
important that only one thread is operating on a queue at a time.
There are ﬁve synchronisation cases that requires threads to have varying
mutually exclusive access to lanes: (1) inserting an agent into a queue (i.e.,
placing an agent onto a lane), (2) changing lanes, (3) moving forward without
overlaps, (4) moving forward with overlap to the next queue and (5) moving
forward with overlap to the previous queue. These cases are illustrated in Figure
3. A thread that operates on the granularity of agents needs mutually exclusive
access to various spatial queues. During this operation, none of the other agents
that are contained by the aﬀected lanes can be processed as the exclusive access
concerns the entire spatial queue.
Eﬃcient parallelisation requires to minimise the need for synchronisation. This
can be achieved by forming blocks of queues that are direct or indirect neighbours
to each other. Neighbouring lanes are those lanes that can be reached by changing
lanes. For example, if a road splits into two diﬀerent directions, then the lanes of
those two alternatives are not considered neighbours since lane changing between
them is impossible. Figure 4 shows an example how several spatial queues are
grouped together to form blocks.
Based on the concept of blocks, we can now introduce an alternative execution engine which performs block processing rather than processing by agents.
The execution model is thus referred to as by-block execution model. The byblock parallel execution model has the advantage that threads operate on the
granularity of blocks rather than agents. As a consequence, the above-mentioned
synchronisation cases (1), (2) and (3) are completely eliminated as agent placement on lanes, lane changing and moving forward without overlaps is done within
the boundaries of a single block. Since only one thread can process a block, there
are only potential needs for synchronisation in cases (4) and (5).
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(e)

Fig. 3. Overview of the various synchronisation cases where threads need mutually
exclusive access to spatial queues. Inserting an agent into a queue requires mutually
exclusive access of this queue (see 3(a)). Changing lanes requires mutually exclusive
access to the current lane and the target lane (see 3(b)). Moving forward requires
mutually exclusive access at least to the current lane (see 3(c)). In case the agent is
moving from one queue to another, mutually exclusive access to the next or previous
queue is also needed (see 3(d) and 3(e), respectively).

Fig. 4. Overview of grouping spatial queues to blocks. Spatial queues that belong to
diﬀerent branches are not grouped into one block because lane changing between them
is impossible. For example, spatial queues q0 and q1 belong to a diﬀerent block than
spatial queue q2 .

We further reduce the probability of synchronisation by declaring blocks either
as ’even’ blocks or ’odd’ blocks and processing them in batches. Which block is
declared ’even’ or ’odd’ is arbitrary and not important so as long it is guaranteed
that adjacent blocks are never of the same group. For example, consider Figure
4. If block b0 is, say, ’even’ then it follows that blocks b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 and b5 are
’even’, ’odd’, ’even’, ’odd’ and ’odd’, respectively. Even and odd blocks are also
kept separately in diﬀerent sets B0 and B1 . The ﬁrst batch will process even
blocks and the second batch will process odd blocks.
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The by-block execution model, illustrated in Algorithm 1, performs two diﬀerent steps. Step 1 is concerned with updating the routes of newly created agents
or existing agents that need to change their route. Step 2 processes the blocks
and updates the position of the agents in the various blocks. Step 2 is executed
twice, ﬁrst for the even blocks in B0 and then for the odd blocks in B1 . A
multi-threading parallel execution engine can be realised by having n threads
performing the necessary operations during Step 1 and Step 2. For this purpose,
each Step 1 worker thread removes one agent a from A and processes it. Similarly, Step 2 worker threads remove a block b from B and process it. Worker
threads will continue until agents in A or all blocks in B have been processed.
The processed agents and blocks are then consolidated and represent the set of
agents and blocks that are being processed in the next cycle.

Algorithm 1. By-block execution model
A ← ∅;
B0 ← ∅;
B1 ← ∅;
repeat
t ← t + δt;
A ← A∪ generate new agents(t);
perform step1(A);
perform step2(B0 );
perform step2(B1 );
until A = ∅;

5

Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed parallel by-block execution model in two ways. First,
we analyse the eﬃciency during the execution of Step 1 and Step 2 depending on
the number of agents for an increasing number of threads. Second, we analyse
the achieved speed-up depending on the number of agents for an increasing number of threads. For evaluation purposes, a Java implementation of the execution
engine has been used. For the simulation scenario, we use road network of Singapore and generate traﬃc up to 20,000 agents in a 2-stage experiments. In Stage
1, the simulation generates agents up to a limit of 20,000 agents at which point
Stage 2 begins. In Stage 2 no new agents are generated and no route calculations
take place. The 2-stage approach is used in order to see the impact of Step 1
on the overall performance. The experiments have been performed on a system
equipped with one Intel i5-2520M CPU with 4 cores, running at 2.5 GHz, and 8
GB memory.
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We compare the eﬃciency E1 and E2 of Step 1 and Step 2, respectively, by
measuring the time spent on useful computation tu in comparison to the total
time ts spent to perform a step:
E=

tu
ts

(1)

Overhead is caused by thread synchronisation and the time required to initialise the worker threads and the idling time by worker threads that need to
wait for other threads to ﬁnish. In particular the latter can cause signiﬁcant
overhead if all threads except one have already ﬁnished their execution and need
to wait for the last thread to ﬁnish. The overhead can be expected to increase
with the number of threads. This is also supported by our experimental results,
shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Eﬃciency of Step 1 (5(a)) and Step 2 (5(b)) execution depending on the number
of threads

Figure 5 illustrates the eﬃciency of Step 1 and Step 2 depending on the
number of threads used. The eﬃciency for Step 1 is signiﬁcantly better than
the eﬃciency for Step 2. This indicates that Step 2 is of greater importance in
order to achieve good scalability. Figure 6 shows the average number of thread
synchronisations during a single Step 2 execution. These results indicate that
synchronisation is not a signiﬁcant obstacle in order to achieve good scalability.
Ineﬃciencies in Step 2 are thus due to thread initialisation and idling.
Regardless the issue of eﬃciency, the actual time spent on Step 1 and Step 2
is very diﬀerent. Figure 7 illustrates the execution speed of the simulation during Stage 1 (with routing and thus with Step 1) and Stage 2 (without routing
and thus without Step 1). Simulation execution during Stage 2 is faster than
during Stage 1 by the order of roughly one magnitude. This somewhat reduces
the impact of lower eﬃciency for Step 2 as Step 1 is more important in terms
of execution time. However, as we explained in Section 1, SEMSim Traﬃc will
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Fig. 7. Execution speed of the simulation in terms multiple to real-time for Stage 1
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incorporate vehicle component models that need updating which may be triggered during Step 2. This may change the proportions of Step 1 and 2 to the
overall execution time signiﬁcantly.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

An eﬃcient execution model is crucial for large-scale agent-based traﬃc simulation of an entire city. An important feature of any agent-based simulation is
the ability of agents to react to perceived changes in the environment. In the
context of agent-based traﬃc simulation, for example, this refers to the ability
of the agent to change its route. This feature is often not supported by many
microscopic traﬃc simulations that use a more or less static form of traﬃc assignment. The AIMSUN2 engine, to which our approach is most closely related,
does not consider explicit routing. In contrast, SEMSim Traﬃc requires agents
to be able to change their routes. Our execution engine thus explicitly includes
the case of routing in a two-step execution model.
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Our results indicate that the simulation time is dominated by Step 1 (routing) for which a high degree of eﬃciency can be achieved. Future work will focus
on improvements for the eﬃciency of Step 2 as well as the evaluation of our
multi-threading execution engine on more cores. Furthermore, we will investigate possible hybrid approaches that combine the advantages of distributing the
simulation on multiple multi-core shared memory nodes.
A by-agent execution model, in which all agents are updated concurrently by
diﬀerent threads, may be the more natural execution model for an agent-based
simulation. However, it will also inevitably lead to more synchronisation cases.
In contrast, the by-block execution model minimises the need for synchronisation and does not alter the agent-based model itself, i.e., agents are updated in
exactly the same way in both execution models. The only diﬀerence is the actual
sequence in which agents are being updated. This may aﬀect the behaviour of
the model. Future work will thus investigate the qualitative diﬀerences between
the two execution models.
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